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4.4.2 MAINTENANCE OF OVERALL CAMPUS

Procedure for Maintenance of Classrooms and Faculty Rooms

> All classrooms and departmental faculty rooms are swept regularly.

> The tables and chairs are wiped and cleaned on a weekly basis.

> Mopping of all classrooms, faculty rooms, and verandas is done once a week

> The block boards and notice boards are maintained annually.

> ICT facilities such as projectors, laptops, and smart boards are repaired when required.

> IT policies are strictly adhered to maintain ICT tools.

> The maintenance campus supervisor allots the support and maintenance staff to the

respective blocks and rooms on a monthly rotation basis.

> The maintenance supervisor monitors the entire cleaning and maintenance process.
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4.4,2 PROCEDURE FOR MAINTENANCE OF REST ROOMS

Clean and hygienic washrooms are imperative for maintaining the health and hygiene of all

staffand students.

) The students restrooms are cleaned five times per day

) Faculty restrooms and general restrooms are cleaned on a daily basis.

) The maintenance supervisor allots the housekeeping staff to different blocks for

cleaning and washrooms.

) Registers are maintained and signed by the faculty to ensure that the restrooms are

cleaned every day

) The maintenance supervisor monitors all the cleaning and maintenance.
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4.4.2 MAINTENANCE OF OYERALT CAMPUS

) The management has given top priority to maintaining a clean and green campus.

) The sweeping of the campus area is done in the morning of every day.

) The entire campus is divided into areas and allotted to different housekeeping staff on a

rotational basis.

) The entire campus is green. The maintenance of the small gardens is taken up by the

students of the PG Botany department.

) The overall maintenance of the gardens is done by the gardeners and support staff

) Gardens are watered on a daily basis.

) The leaf litter from around the campus is converted into vermicompost by the

Department ofZoology.

) The medicinal garden and ornamental plants are maintained by the department of

botany.

) The fish tanks are cleaned once a week.

) Gardeners are provided to maintain a healthy garden on campus.
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4.4.2 MAINTENANCE OF LIBRARY

The preservation of library resources is essential to ensure that they last for a long time

and may be used by Iibrary users. To manage library resources, try these methods:

Shelving: Proper shelving is essential for keeping library materials in good condition. The

spines ofbooks and other items should face outward when they are arranged upright on shelves.

The shelves must be durable enough to support the materials' weight without bending or

warping.

Cleaning: To prevent dust and other debris from building up on library materials, they should

be cleaned on a regular basis. Books can be cleaned with a soft, dry cloth, and DVDs and CDs can

be cleaned with a slightly damp cloth.

Repair: [n order to stop further damage, materials that are damaged or in need of repair should

be recognized and fixed as immediately. This may involve correcting missing pages, patching up

tears in pages, or repairing bindings.

Preservation: In order to assure the long-term survival of some items, particular preservation

processes may be necessary. For instance, to prevent deterioration, rare books may need to be

kept in acid-free containers, whereas images may need to be kept in low-light, low-humidity

settings.

Replacement: New copies or editions should be used to replace any materials that can no longer

be repaired or that are too damaged to be used. By doing this, you can help make sure that the

library's collection is always useful and up-to-date.

These recommendations will help librarians keep the library's resources in good

condition and guarantee that they are valuable to users for a long time.
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4.4,2 MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER LAB
Procedure & Maintenance of Laboratories

. The department sends the lab requirements to the principal, who then sends them to
three or four companies and obtains a quotation from them. Based on the quotation, the
purchase will be made.

Equipment and recurring items are purchased at regular intervals.

Entries in the accession register are made for the use of projectors and the replacement

ofaccessories in the lab.

. The stock registers are updated each year.

Maintenance

) Adequate spares are purchased at the beginning of every academic year, and all the

systems are available for use.

) Systems are kept in an E-shaped in all the labs, which increases the amount ofavailable

space for learning and equipment.

) The complaint register is maintained in the [ab.

) Computer labs are equipped with UPS inverters and air conditioners that are also subiect

to regular maintenance, servicing, and repair.

) The system adviser is in charge of updating the operating system each year, antivirus,

browsing control, hardwarc protection, and LAN connections.

> Lab assistants are in charge of the overall maintenance of the lab, like changing the

printer, cartridges, toners, and students' attendance inside the lab. They also clean the

monitor with cloth and remove the dust from the keyboards, mouse, and other parts. This

is done regularly, and a record is maintained for that.

> Students and faculty can register system problems in the complaint register. The system

engineer will replace the repaired system or any repaired hardware parts immediately,

and maintenance will be requested for that.
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MAINTENANCE OF PHYSICS LAB

A physics lab must be kept up-to-date in order to ensure that the tools are working

properly, the surroundings are secure, and experiments may be carried out without disruption

or contamination. A few essential actions for keeping a physics lab are listed below:

Routine cleaning:

To avoid contamination or the accumulation of hazardous items, the lab must be regularly

cleaned. This entails wiping down surfaces, sweeping floors, and washing glassware and tools.

Maintenance of equipment:

It is important to frequently inspect the equipment in a physics lab to make sure it is operating

properly. This can involve adjusting instruments, changing out worn-out components, and

looking for leaks or other damage.

Safety checks:

Conducting frequent safety checks should be a high priority for each lab. This involves checking

first aid packs, eyewash stations, and other emergency supplies like fire extinguishers.

lnstrument calibration:

To assure the correctness of the equipment in a physics lab, calibration is essential. Regular

calibration is necessary to make sure the instruments are operating properly.

Inventory management:

To make sure that the lab is always equipped with all it needs and that any dangerous products

are handled securely, keeping track ofsupplies, chemicals, and equipment is crucial.

Staff training:

The proper use of equipment, lab safety, and cleaning techniques should be taught to every

member of the staff. To make sure that everyone is knowledgeable about safety procedures

and best practises, hold regular training sessions.

The proper functioningofa physics lab, everyone's safety while working there, andthe

production ofprecise and trustworthy results can all be supported with these maintenance

procedures,
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MIUNTENANCE OF CHEMISTRY LAB

A chemistry lab needs to be maintained in order to remain secure, spotless, and

operational. Here are some important factors to think about:

Safety: In any chemistry lab, safety should come first. Make sure that every member ofthe lab

staff has received training in lab safety and is using the right procedures while handling

chemicals, equipment, and waste. Ensure that readily accessible emergency supplies, including

eyewash stations, fire extinguishers, and firstaid kits, are in good working order.

Cleaning:

To avoid contamination and preserve experiment accuracy, a lab must be kept clean. Glassware,

equipment, and lab surfaces should all be regularly cleaned and disinfected. To avoid risks, all

garbage and chemicals should be appropriately stored and disposed of properly.

Equipment maintenance:

To guarantee that measurements are accurate and dependable, lab equipment, including

balances, spectrometers, and pipettes, needs to be regularly maintained and calibrated.A clean

lab is essential to prevent contamination and maintain accuracy in experiments. Regular

cleaning and disinfection of lab surfaces, equipment, and glassware should be performed. All

chemicals and waste should be properly stored and disposed of to prevent hazards.

To guarantee that measurements are precise and dependable, lab apparatus, including

balances, spectrometers, and pipettes, must undergo routine maintenance and calibration.

Inventory management:

For the sake of efficiency and safery lab inventory management must be done properly.

Make sure that all chemicals and reagents are identified, tracked, and stored correctly. To make

sure that supplies are sufficient and have not expired, regularly check the inventory.

Record-keeping:

Maintaining lab safety, following rules, and reproducibility of studies all depend on accurate

record-keeping. Keep thorough records of every experiment, including the steps taken, the

results, and the observations.

Make sure a chemistry lab is secure, clean, and operational by adhering to these
essential standards.
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MAINTENANCE OF BOTANY LAB

Maintaining a botany lab involves ensuring that the laboratory is a safe and efficient

working environment for alI researchers and students. Here are some key aspects ofmaintaining

a botany lab:

Safety measures: Safety should always be the top priority in any laboratory setting. Make

sure that all safety protocols are followed, including wearing appropriate personal protective

equipment (PPEJ, such as lab coats, gloves, safety glasses, and closed-toe shoes. Make sure that

all Iab equipment is well-maintained and in good working order, and that hazardous materials

are properly labeled, stored, and disposed.

Regular cleaning: Keep the laboratory clean and free of clutter, This includes regular

cleaning of bench tops, floors, and equipment. Use appropriate cleaning materials to avoid

contamination of experiments and specimens.

Equipment maintenance: Ensure that all equipment is regularly maintained and

calibrated. Keep a record of equipment maintenance, and schedule regular inspections and

repairs as needed. Make sure that all equipment is used properly and safely, and that all users

are trained in its use.

Specimen maintenance: Maintain living specimens, such as plants, by providing them

with adequate light, water, and nutrients. Keep track ofthe life rycle of plants, and make sure

that they are properly labeled and organized.

Data management: Keep a detailed record of all experiments, including protocols used,

data collected, and results obtained. Use appropnate software for data management, and make

sure that all data is backed up regularly.

Communication: Establish clear communication channels between lab members and

ensure that everyone is aware ofsafety protocols, equipment usage, and experiment protocols.

Have regular lab meetings to discuss ongoing experiments and future plans.

By following these guidelines, Botany lab is a safe and productive environment for all

researchers and students
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MAINTENANCE OF ZOOLOGY Ir{B

The maintenance of a zoolory lab requires attention to several areas including

equipment, supplies, safety protocols, and specimen care. Here are some general guidelines for

maintaining a zoology lab:

Equipment: Check all equipment regularly to ensure it is in good working order. This

includes microscopes, dissecting tools, computers, and any other equipment used in the lab. If

any equipment is broken or not functioning properly, it should be repaired or replaced

immediately.

Supplies: Keep an inventory ofall supplies used in the lab, such as chemicals, slides, cover

slips, and reagents. Ensure that adequate supplies are always available and restock as necessary.

Keep chemicals and reagents properly labeled and stored in appropriate locations to avoid

contamination.

Safety: Ensure that all safety protocols are followed in the lab. This includes wearing

appropriate protective clothing, such as gloves and lab coats, and following proper disposal

procedures for hazardous waste.

Specimen care: If the lab involves live animals, ensure that they are properly cared for

and housed in appropriate enclosures. For preserved specimens, ensure that they are properly

labeled and stored in appropriate solutions to prevent deterioration.

Cleaning: Regularly clean all surfaces, equipment, and containers in the lab to prevent

contamination and the spread of disease.

Record keeping: Keep detailed rccords of all experiments, observations, and results. This

will help to ensure that the lab is operating effectively and can aid in troubleshooting if any

issues arise.

By following these guidelines, Zoology lab operates effectively and safely.
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MAINTENANCE OF PLAY GROUND AND SPORTS ROOM

Maintaining a sports room involves a number of tasks to ensure that the space remains

clean, organized, and safe for use.

Clean and disinfect regularly: Regular cleaning is essential to keep your sports room free

from dirt, dust, and germs. Sweep or vacuum the floors, wipe down equipment, and disinfect

high-touch surfaces such as doorknobs, light switches, and fitness equipment.

Organize equipment: Keep all equipment in its designated place and ensure that it is

easily accessible. This will prevent clutter and make it easier to find what you need when you

need it.

Check equipment regularly: Regularly inspect your equipment for signs of wear and tear,

and replace any damaged or broken items promptly. This will help prevent accidents and

iniuries.

Maintain proper ventilation: Good ventilation is essential in a sports room to prevent the

buildup of moisture and odors. Keep windows open when possible, or use fans or an air purifier

to improve air quality.

Keep the room dry: Moisture can lead to the growth of mold and mildew, which can be

harmful to your health. Use a dehumidifier if necessary to keep the room dry,

Encourage proper use ofequipment: Make sure everyone using the sports room knows

how to use the equipment properly to prevent damage and injuries.

Markers -Regularly inspect and clean playground to ensure durability and visibility,

creating a safe environment for students. Promptly address damages and fading through repairs

and touch-ups to maintain an enjoyable play area.

By following these tips, sports room in top shape and enjoy workouts safely and

comfortably.
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4.4,2 CIVIL, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICITY MAINTENANCE

Civil maintenance is overseen by the civil engineer and their team of support stafl all of whom
are regular employees of the college. The administrativc officer is responsible for receiving
complaints from the relevant departments and initiating appropriate actions.

The following are the regular works carried out by the maintenance staffs

(i) Carpentry tasks encompass the replacement of doors and windows, as well as

addressing any associated issues. Additionally, they involve the maintenance of
furniture and the repair ofdamaged windows, doors, doorstops, and similar fixtures.

(ii) The civil team is tasked with structural building repairs, addressing damages to walls,

ceilings, and floors. They are also responsible for meeting classroom needs, such as

mounting whiteboards. Furthermore, they conduct regular inspections of fire
equipment to ensure proper operation and conduct testing as necessary.

(iii) The Electrical department is responsible for maintaining the entire electrical

infrastructure. Their duties include conducting regular checkups, installing or
repairing power outlets, and inspecting fan and lighting facilities both inside and

outside ofbuildings.
) The Air conditioning facilities are regularly serviced by the Manufacturer authorized

service provider.
) The lift facilities are under AMC with their manufacturer and are regularly checked by

electrical maintenance staff
) Solar panels are regularly monitored by the electrical staffs with the help of supporting

staffs.

(ivJ Plumbers are responsible for the upkeep of tanks, pipes, and drains. Their tasks involve

repairing pipes, tanks, drains, valves, and related components. Additionally, they ensure

that sewage treatment plants and rain harvesting systems are installed and maintained in
compliance with regulations. Purified water dispensers are covered under an Annual

Maintenance Contract (AMC) for routine servicing.
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